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WHY AUDIO?

Voice is intimate

Screen and Zoom fatigue has set in.

Join live conversations that interest you
without having to scroll or stare at a screen

Opportunity to connect on a deeper level

DISCORD
Launched in 2015.
Longest-running out of any of the audio social
platforms.
User base: over 1 million users.
Primarily a hub for gamers and streamers but
now bills itself as “your place to talk” to create
different communities.
Desktop and mobile app.
Channels can be set up to be voice chat only.
No advertising opportunities yet but brands
can create communities consisting of users
with similar interests.

CLUBHOUSE
Social audio mobile app.
Launched in March 2020.
User base: 10 million (as of May 2021).
Initially invite-only. Mainly consisted of
venture capitalists.
Now across the world on both iOS and
Android.
Most popular and spoken about.
Lets you follow people and clubs that share
similar interests. You can hop in and join these
conversations whenever you like or even start
your own club.

FACEBOOK AUDIO FEATURES
Live Audio Rooms: very similar to Clubhouse.
Currently available, as of June 2021, to select
public figures and will be tested in Groups.
Will be added to Messenger too. Monetised
room options is a departure from Clubhouse
which has yet to charge entry to certain
rooms.
Soundbites: short-form audio-only version of
Instagram Reels.
In-app podcast listening and discovery tools
coming soon. This will allow users to listen to
podcasts in the Facebook app, even when the
app is in the background.

TWITTER SPACES + VOICE TWEETS

Launched in December 2020.
Twitter-based.
A user can create a room to host a live
conversation with other Twitter users.
Anybody with a Twitter account and more
than 600 followers will be able to host a
conversation. Anyone who follows the host
account, or who has been sent the
conversation’s link, can join that conversation.
Can take part in the conversation while
scrolling through Twitter feed.
Voice tweets currently available on iOS.

SPOTIFY GREENROOM
Launch: March 2021
Greenroom is a live audio-only app, similar to
Twitter Spaces and Clubhouse, that "allows
artists and other creators to connect with
fans, followers, and friends in the moment.”
These discussions, or Sessions, enable artists
and creators to talk about their newest
releases on Spotify, host an after-party,
discuss discography, or chat with other
content creators.
There are hosts, speakers, and listeners
Creator Fund: monetisation option for
creators to gain access to this fund which
gives hosts weekly payouts for gaining large
audiences and hosting popular content.

OPPORTUNITIES - HOW CAN BRANDS
CAPITALISE?
BE PART OF IMPORTANT CONVERSATIONS
Get your name out there.
Speak in rooms with key individuals and
stakeholders you want to connect with.
Take part in discussions within your niche.
BUILD A COMMUNITY
There is a rise in exclusive industry “clubs”
and rooms on Clubhouse.
Create clubs, spaces and audio rooms
dedicated to your brand.
Engage in a more personal way.
NEW PARTNERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
With voice-over artists to be the voice of a
brand.

MONETISATION OPPORTUNITIES
Ticketed Spaces - charge a fee for access
to one of Twitter’s social audio rooms.
Users will be able to keep up to 80% of the
revenue from the tickets sold.
Facebook audio suite monetisation and
fundraising tools.
ADAPT BRAND STRATEGY
How your brand sounds is an additional
branding factor and opportunity to tap into
a new way to connect with audience.

CHALLENGES

Regulating hate speech, harassment and
misinformation is hard. Tools to detect problematic
audio content lag behind those used to identify
text.
Transcription is cumbersome for people and
machines. Language barriers also present a
challenge.
Not all companies make or keep voice recordings to
investigate reports of rule violations.
Twitter keeps Spaces audio for 30 days or
longer if there is an incident
Clubhouse deletes live sessions when they end
without an immediate user report.
Discord does not record at all.
Mute and block available on Discord and block on
Clubhouse; but some say it has been open to
abuse.
Hosts of rooms have the power to moderate and
control discussions to create own safe spaces but
this is not always guaranteed.

